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With this multicultural children's book, your whole family can experience the wonder and
excitement that Japan's classic tales bring to story time or bedtime reading.Welcome to a
fantastic world populated by lonely dragons, adventuresome boys, magical elves, and a host of
other beloved characters who have lived on for centuries in the traditional tales of Japan.Drawn
from folklore passed down from generation to generation, the ten enchanting stories collected in
this Japanese book for children have been lovingly retold just for today's readers. Vibrantly
illustrated in full color and packed with thrilling adventures, funny discoveries, and valuable
lessons, they're sure to become story time favorites.Included are some of Japan's best-loved
stories:Urashima TaroThe Fairy CraneThe Dragon's TearsThe Sandal-SellerThe Robe of
FeathersThe Old Man with a WenThe Flying FarmerThe Magic MortarThe Biggest in the
WorldWhy the Red Elf CriedReaders of any age will find much to love and return to time and
time again in Urashima Taro & Other Japanese Children's Favorite Stories. These traditional
tales, although entertaining, also provide kids with an inclusive introduction to Japanese culture.

The books have a generous, easy-to-handle size and the text is produced in a large font.
Charmingly decorated endpapers welcome readers. All of the artworkùconsisting of numerous
full-page pictures and smaller detail illustrationsùis in color. The delicate paintings blend
traditional images with touches of gentle humor. Incorporating straightforward language and
clear dialogue, the retellings are accessible to youngsters and read aloud smoothly.—School
Library Journal --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From the
Inside Flap--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About the
AuthorFlorence Sakade was an experienced editor and author of numerous books about Japan,
including Urashima Taro and Other Japanese Children's Favorite Stories and Kintaro's
Adventures and Other Japanese Children's Favorite Stories. --This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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4Publisher’s ForewordPublisher’s ForewordIn today’s ever-shrinking world—where e-mails zoom
from one continentto another in the space of a heartbeat, where travelers can easily
passthrough political boundaries once more solid than stone—understandingand tolerance



have never been at a higher premium. Parents and teachersare increasingly aware of the need
for children to be citizens of this smallworld who will grow into thinking adults who, while proud
oftheir owntraditions and heritage, respect the varied experiences and viewpoints tobe found in
other cultures.This collection of traditional stories can help set children on thisenlightened path,
introducing them to marvelous characters and placesthat have been loved by Japanese children
for centuries.Each of these stories—amusing, instructive and wise—is to be foundin many forms
and versions in Japan, and often in other countries as well.We have tried to select the most
interesting version in each case and, inour translations, to remain true to the spirit of the
Japanese originals. Atthe same time we have explained in the stories customs and situations
thatWestern readers might not understand.These timeless stories have both united and
delighted children forhundreds of years, and will continue to do so for countless generationsto
come.

5A long, long time ago in Japan there was a young fisherman who lived bythe seashore. His
name was Urashima Taro. One day while he waswalkingalongthe
beach,hesawthatsomeboyshad caughtabigturtlefrom the sea and were teasing it and hitting it
with sticks. Now, Taro was very kindhearted and hated to see people being cruelto animals. So
he said: “Boys, please let the turtle go. It’s a nice animaland you shouldn’t be mean to it. Put it
back in the sea.”Urashima Taro
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Phoenix, “The text is in English only. Somehow, I missed that in the description. So, I'm leaving a
review just in case it slips by your eyes, too. This book has the same cover as the Japanese
version, and even has Hiragana so I assumed it was the version I wanted. I immediately
requested a return/refund upon noticing this, so I have no additional information to provide
beyond that. I do enjoy the stories in Japanese, though. I'm giving it a 5 because I have no
reason to subtract any stars for the book itself -- the author and illustrator should not be
penalized for an online description.”

Cosplay mangaka, “My brother remembers this one. This is the other book in the series -- and
my brother remembers this one. Again, the jacket is removeable, so if sharing with a little one, it
may get damaged. The text is true to the original Japanese versions (I'm bilingual), almost to the
point where the translation may get a little sad/scary/depressing for a child to hear (especially
the part where Urashima Taro turns into a weeping old man because he broke his promise to the
Sea Princess). However, the lessons involved (humility, perseverance, being true to your word)
are not preachy, so well worth reading.  Might need some explaining for very young children.”

PandaMommy, “beautiful art. Beautiful Art and stories with great lessons for kids.”

Laurie S Dauenhauer, “Excited. Very thrilled to be able to get this book. Have wanted to find it to
buy it for my kids.”

Bryan Smith, “Wonderful book - stories and pictures. I own 1959 version. The 2008 version is
split into two books. The Kintaro’s Adventures and/or the Urashima Taro book does not include
“The Magic Spring” and “Mountian-Lucky and Sea-Lucky”. Otherwise I would have given it a five.
Stories and pictures are great.”

Eric Hamada, “Five Stars. Good book”

carissa bonilla, “Great book.. Great book...Was my favorite as a child and my kids love it now!
Sweet classic short stories that inspire morals!”

Hooper, “Just like I remember. The book was perfect. I used to have it when I was a kid and this
was just like I remember.”

amyfc, “Fantastic tradition Japanese stories with beautiful illustrations. As a (UK) teacher I
bought this book for my class (8-9 year olds) to compliment a topic called 'Stories from other
cultures'. This is a wonderful book as it has some of the most traditional Japanese stories with
beautiful artwork too. There are lots of other books by this publisher and author which go hand in



hand with this such as 'Peach Boy' and 'Little One-inch' which I also purchased.What I like most
about these books is how they also teach some of those life-long lessons similar to the ones we
know well such as the boy who cried wolf etc.”

shadow, “great book. Just how I remember it as a child, lovely water colour pictures inside and
stories my daughter loves.”

The book by Carol Crane has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 40 people have provided feedback.
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